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A Note on Elliptic Curves Over Finite Fields

By Hans-Georg Rück

Abstract. Let £ be an elliptic curve over a finite field k and let E(k) be the group of

/(-rational points on E. We evaluate all the possible groups E(k) where E runs through all

the elliptic curves over a given fixed finite field k.

Let A: be a finite field with q = p" elements. An elliptic curve E over A: is a

projective nonsingular curve given by an equation

(1) Y2Z + axXYZ + a^YZ2 = J3 + a2X2Z + a4XZ2 + abZ3

with coefficients a1,...,a6 in k. For each field ~k that contains k, the set E(k) of

points with coordinates in ~k satisfying (1) forms an Abelian group whose zero

element can be chosen as the element (0,1,0). In this note we want to look at the

following Question 1: Given a fixed finite field k, what are the possible Abelian

groups E(k), when the coefficients of the equation (1) vary over all the possible

values in A? The answer to this question is given in Theorem 3. If we just look at the

possible orders #E(k), the appropriate Question 2 was answered by Waterhouse [4]

(see also Deuring [1] for k = F ) using the theorem of Honda and Täte [3] for

Abelian varieties over finite fields.

Theorem la [4]. All the possible orders* h = #E(k) are given by h = 1 + q - ß,

where ß is an integer with \ß\ < 2yq satisfying one of the following conditions:

(a)(¿8,p)=l;

(b) Ifn is even: ß = ±2^;

(c) Ifn is even and p # 1 mod 3: ß = ± Jq;

(d) Ifn is odd and p = 2 or 3: ß = ±/7<" + 1>/2;

(e) If either (i) n is odd or (ii) n is even, andp # 1 mod 4: ß = 0.

Following the general ideas of Waterhouse [4] we can also give an answer to the

first question.

For an elliptic curve E over k let End( E ) be the ring of group endomorphisms of

E which are given by algebraic equations with coefficients in k. It is known that

End(£) is an order in a finite-dimensional division algebra over Q. This division

algebra determines #E(k):

Theorem 2 [2]. Let E, E' be elliptic curves over k; then

#E(k)=#E'(k)    ifandonlyif    End(£) ®ZQ = End(£') ®z Q.
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There is a special endomorphism 77, called the Frobenius endomorphism, which

maps a point P = (x, y, z) on E to tt(P) = (xq, yq, zq) on E. From this definition

it follows immediately that E(k) is the set of all the points P on E with ir(P) = P.

If h is a fixed possible order #E(k), then by Theorem 2 the division algebra

K = End( E ) ® z Q is fixed. What are the orders in # that are rings of endomor-

phisms of elliptic curves over kl The answer is:

Theorem lb [4]. Let h = \ + q-ßbea possible order #E(k), where ß satisfies

one of the conditions (a), ...,(€) of Theorem la.

In case (a): K = Q(7t) is an imaginary quadratic field over Q; all the orders in K

are possible endomorphism rings.

In case (b): K is a division algebra of order 4 with center Q, 77 is a rational integer,

all the maximal orders in K are possible endomorphism rings.

In cases (c), (d), (e): K = Q(tt) is an imaginary quadratic field over Q, all the

orders in K whose conductor is prime to p are possible endomorphism rings.

Let h be a possible order and h = T\,lhl its decomposition in powers of prime

numbers. Since the genus of an elliptic function field is one, the possible E(k) with

#E(k) = h are among all the groups of the form

Z/ph-Z X fi (Z//a'Z X Z/lh'-a'Z)   with 0 < a, < h,.
i*p

The relation between End(£) and the structure of E(k) is given by the following

lemma:

Lemma 1. Let m be a positive integer which is not divisible by p, and let Em be the

group of the points P on E with mP = 0. Then Em is contained in E(k) if and only if

it — 1 is divisible by m in End( E ).

Proof. If 77 — 1 is divisible by m in End(£), then 77 — 1 = X ■ m with À g End(£).

Let P G Em, then (77 - \)(P) = X ■ m(P) = 0. Hence 77(F) = P and Em c E(k).

If Em c E(k), then the kernel of 77 - 1 contains the kernel of the multiplication

by m. Since the multiplication by m is separable, the universal mapping property for

Abelian varieties (see [5, p. 27, Proposition 10]) shows that 77 - 1 = m ■ X with

X g End(£).

Lemma 2. We assume that 77 is not contained in Q; then by Theorem lb the division

algebra K is an imaginary quadratic field. The maximal order in K is denoted by

Ok. Let I be a rational prime number which is different from p and suppose that

77 — 1 = /v • co, where co G 0K is not divisible by I. Then

(2) x = min< v,(q - 1)
v,(#E(k))

([X]  is the largest rational integer   < À;   v¡(-)  is the normalized valuation of  Z

corresponding to I.)

Proof. The zeta function of E yields the equation

#E(k) = (it- 1)(tt- 1) = q-(ir + ir) + \.
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v,(q- \)>min{x,vl(#E(k))}

From this we get the two equations

(3) #E(k) = /2x-co-cô

and

(4) #£(*:) = (<¡r - 1)-(*-1) - O-1).
If / is prime to c¿, then (3) yields 2x = v,(#E(k)) and (4) yields

'»,(#£{*))

2

This proves (2). If / is not prime to co, then either / is decomposed or is ramified in

0K. Suppose (/) = .S?-.^ in 0K with J£? + ¿P. Let, for example, v^,(u) > 0. Then

v&iu) = 0 and v&(u + w) = 0. Equation (3) yields 2x < v,(#E(k)) and Eq. (4)

yields x ^ min{vl(#E(k)), v,(q- 1)}, where equality holds if v¡(#E(k)) and

V/(q - 1) are different. A detailed examination of the possible values of v,(#E(k))

and v¡(q — 1) shows that (2) holds. Suppose (/) = =S?2 in 0K. If v¿,(u) > 0, then

^(co) = 1. Equation (3) yields 2x + 1 = v,(#E(k)). Thus we get

v,(#E(k))-\
x = —

v,(#E(k))

2

Equation (4) shows that v,(q - V)> [v,(#E(k))/2], which proves (2).

We can now give an answer to the first question and prove the following theorem.

Theorem 3. Let k be a finite field with q = p" elements. Let h = FI//*' be a

possible order #E(k) of an elliptic curve E over k. Then all the possible groups E(k)

with #E(k) = h are the following:

Z/phrZ x \~\(Z/la'Z X Z/lh'-"'Z)
l*p

with

(a) In case (b) of Theorem la: Each a¡ is equal to h,/2;

(b) In cases (a), (c), (d), (e) of Theorem la: a¡ is an arbitrary integer satisfying

0 < a, < min{ v,(q - 1), [h,/2]}.

Proof, (a) In case (b) of Theorem la we get 77 g Z and h = (77 — l)2. Further-

more, 77 - 1 is divisible by m in End(£) if and only if 77 - 1 is divisible by m in Z.

Hence Lemma 1 shows that a, = min{ 1^(77 - 1), [h¡/2]} = h¡/2.

(b) Let (Li?} be an integral basis of 0K. Then 77 = a + br\ with a, b g Z and

b + 0. This yields 77 — 1=u-1+¿>tj with

min{ o,(a - 1), v,(b)} = rmn{v,(q - 1), [h,/2]}

by Lemma 2. For each / + p let a¡ be arbitrary with

0 < a,< mm{v,(q - 1), [h,/2]}.

Consider the order R in 0K whose conductor is equal to Y\¡ + ¡, l'l{h)""'. There is an

elliptic curve E over k with R = End(£) by Theorem lb. The exact /-power that

divides 77 — 1 in R is equal to /"' for each / =£ p. Hence Lemma 1 shows that E(k)

is equal to Z//AZ X U^p(Z/la'Z X Z//;"  "'Z).
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